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SUMMARY 
A current  turbojet engine of the.axial-flow type and one of the 
centrifugal-flow  type were operated a t  simulated  altitude  conditions 
f o r  the purpose >of obtaining ccmponent performesce. P lo ts  of these 
performance dab were then used as  the  basis for a  cycle  analysis of the 
effect M engine per.f ormance of a variable-&ea exhaust nozzle. C a l -  
culations were made f o r  both of the basic engines, as well as f o r  s M -  
, lar hypothetical engines ha-, in turn, higher component efficiencies, 
higher conqressor-pressure ratios, and higher allowable turbine-inlet 
temperatures. 
c 
In every case, $he most economical method found for operating the 
I axial-flaw engine at a  given th rust  level was t o  maintain an engine 
speed near the  rated  value and t o  adjust the area of a variable-area 
nozzle; however, it was found fo r  the centrifugal engine that no 
Fmprovement in fuel  economy 17138 obtained by the use of a  variable-area 
nozzle. The amount of fuel  saved by modulating thrust with a F i a b l e -  
area nozzle over operation  with,a  fixed-area nozzle at  reduced engine . 
speeds on the axial-flow engine was 3 or  4 percent, in general, asd ran 
as high as 8 percent f o r  a hypothetical engine having greatly improved 
component performance . 
INTRODUCTION 
The extreme range of altitudes and f l ight  speeds t o  which modern 
turbojet  engines are subjected presents the problem of obtaining eff i -  
cient engine performance over a wide range of engine-inlet conditions. 
W i t h .  a fixed-area eAxmst nozzle, opthum perfo&ce is. not  obtained 
a t  a l l  flight speeds and . . altitudes .. because of changes in  the perfom- 
ante of var lou~ engine components, notably the compressor, wlth differ- 
ant axibient conditions. A miable-area exhaust nozzle allows the 
engine speed and thrust t o  be varied hdeperidently of each other within 
method of operation may be selected a t  any desired thrust. This i s  true 
r. - the t w e r a t u r e  l b i t s  of the engine, and therefore  the most economical 
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whether engine conditions  change  because-of  changing  altitude  and 
flight  speed  or  because of other  reasons, such as intermittent extrac- 
tion of k3nXiliary  power from t& enghe. In additton to possible 
imgrovements in -fuel economy, a variable-a2ea  e%haust  nozzle provtdes 
a very rapid-means of changing  engine  thrust. This 1~ a highly  desira- 
ble  characteristic for certain  military  purposes;  such as fighter 
maneuvers and carrier  wave-off. 
Most  previous  investigations of turbojet-engine perfomce xi th  
variable-area  exhaust  nozzles  have  been  confined  to one particula 
engine, esd the purgose ha6 been  either  to  evaluate the performance of 
the  nozzle  itself  .or- to compare  the  performance of a particular engine. 
with fixed- end variable-area  nozzles. The purpose of this  report ia 
to  compare  the  effect; on engin& perfokce -of -the .i&&i&bLe-area 
exhaust  nozzle  for axial- anit centrifugal-flqw.turboJet engines. The 
comparison  utilizes  cumponent  performance  obtained frm. a current 
engine of each  type, -86 w e l l  as perfo'mce computed 011 the baais  of . 
possible future design  practice.  The-experimental data were obtained 
in an altitude  test  chaniber  at  the mAcA Lewis laboratory. The  range of 
conditions  simulated hclurW a flight Mach number  of 0.62 at  altitudes 
of 50,OOO aha 50,000 feet a d  a flight  Mach nwnber of 0.91 at ' a n  alti- 
tude of 30,000 feet. . The ccrmgarisons of present and pbssible  future 
performance  were  made  at a fli&-t Mach  number of 0.62'at an altitude of 
30,000 feet. 
. . . . . . . - . 
. .  .. - -. 
The two turbojet  engines  used in this investigation  had aiml lar  
static-thrust  ratinge of approximateiy 5000 p o W s  and. w e  selected as 
representative of the two basic-types of turbojet engine in current use. 
Engine A h a d  II-stage &al-flow coqpressor, and engine B had a 
double-entry  centrifugal  compressor.  Both ad multiple-can-type  cam- - 
bustion  chambers . a t l d  single-stage  reaction  turbines. 
Engine A was operated in the  altitude c-er at 6im1iLated  alti- 
tudes of 30,000 asid 50,000 feet  at two ram-pressure  ratios, 1.30 
and 1.70 (corresponding  to  simulated  flight  Mach  nunibers of 0.62
and 0.91, respectively).  Both the inlet pressure and temperature were- 
simulated  for  each  cond€ti.an, assuming 100 percent  ram-pressure  recov- 
ery. A clamshell-type  variable-area  exhaust nozzle w88 used,  and  the 
exhaust-nozzle  area m s  -varied  at  each of several different engine 
speed6  from  its fully open position  to  either  the  size  necessary  to 
raise  the.turbine-inlet  temperature to the  allarable 1imit.or to the 
minimum possible  nozzle  area,  whichever  occurred  -first. Engine B was 
operated  at  the same two ram-pressure  ratios 8 s  engine A, but only at 
an altitude of 30,OOWfeet.  Because a varlalblekiriea nozzle was not 
available at  the time of the test, enghe B was operated wfth several 
. .  . 
. 
". 
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fixed-area e&aust nozzles ranging in size from approxktely 92 per- 
cent of the area of the nozzle supplied by the manufacturer to a 
straight  parallel nozzle having the same area  as  the engine tail pipe 
(approximately 138 percent of the  area of the manufacturer’s nozzle). 
With each of the fixed-area nozzles, .the engine was aperated over i t s  - full raxtge of engine- s p e d   a t  each f l ight  condition. For the purpose 
of this analysis, only the engine speed range from 80 pecertt of rated 
engine speed to lo0 percent of rated speed will be eonsidered, because 
this includes  the  entire  practical  operating range of +he engine i n .  
fl ight.  
c 
Both of the engines were supplied with sufficient instrumentation 
a t  the entrance and exit of each engine conponent t o  determine the 
performance of each component. wine a i r  flow &nd fuel consmqtion 
were also measured i n  order t o  determine c d u s t i o n  efficiency. 
ANALYSIS 
The experimental data obtained from the simulated-altitude opera- 
tion of the two engines were used t o  construct compressor performance 
as a basis,   togewer  nlth  theberimentally determined values of 
conibustion-chamber pressure loss, conbustion efficiency, and turbine 
mmgtion, and turbine-met  teqperature f o r  a rangs of ekhaust-nozzle 
a r e a s  a t  each of four engine speeds. The speeds selected were 100, 95, 
90, and 80 percent of rated speed. The method of calculation and the 
equstions used are given i n  appendix B.’  
c maps for each engine a t  the  altitudes-investig&ed. With these maps 
Y efficiency,  calculations were made of engine thrust; specific  fuel con- 
In -order t o  investigate  the possibili%y of changes Fn the  effec- 
tiveness of a variable-area exhaust nozzle on engines having imprpved 
component performapce, the computations were repeated f o r  a series of 
hypothetical engines having, i n  turn, hproved compressor and turbine 
efficiency, higher conpressor p.res6m-e ratio, and higher allowable 
turbine-inlet temperahme. In each case, only one of these three vari- 
ables was assumed t o  change, Kith the others remaining equal to their  
value f o r  the current engine. The method by wwch this was accomplished 
i s  described in appendix C. A final calculation was then made by com- 
bining  the  highest  vdues.of all three of these parameters as an indi- 
cation of w h a t  might be expected in the future. The following table 
summarizes the conditions which were calculated. The figures presented 
are  ratios of the value of the parameter assumed for the particulrtr 
calculation to the value obtained with the current engine. 
. 
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Calcu- 
tengieratuxe r a t i o  efficiency rat io  number 
turbine-inlet pyesrmre- and turbine- preseure ( f t )  lation 
Allowable Campressor- Cqressor -  Ram- Altitude 
r a t i o  r a t i o  factor 
I 
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.70 30,000 I1 
1.00 1.00 1.00 - 1.30 30,000 
N 30,000 1.30 
1.00 1.50 1. Qo 1.30 30,000 VI 
1.00 1.00 1.10 1.30 30,000 V 
1.00 1.00 1.05 
L E I . .  1.00 1.00 1.00 1.30 a50,000 
V I 1  
1.10 1.00 1.00 1.30 30,000 VI11 
1.00 2.00 1.00 1.30 30,000 
Ix 
1.20 . 2.00 1.10 1.30 .30,OcIO X 
1.20 1.00 1.00. 1.30 30,000 
,W?bis  condition was calculated f o r  engine A (mly, because ILO 
data' were. available f o r  engine B. 
Compressor Performance 
The performance mapa fo r  the axial- aw compressor of engine A 
axe sham in figure 1. -ne aperating 7! ines  for  several  constant 
exhaust-nozzle areas  are pl0tf;ed to ipdicate the difference between 
constant= and variable-aYBa m a t i o n .  . In order t o  fadi l l ta te  c o n ~ a r l -  
son between the two engines, all values except collqpressor pressure 
r a t i o  and efficiency are s h m  as  the  ratiqof  the actual value to the 
value of the variable a t  the rated corrected engine speed and wlth the 
e&aust-nozzle area supplied by the manufacturer. A typical feature of 
the axial-flaw compressor is that it operates in  the region where large 
changes in  co~pressorpressure  ratio mafre.very l i t t l e  Mfference in the 
mass flow thraugh the compressor at a given engine speed. 
The ccnnpressor map f o r  the centrifugal-flow compressor of englne B 
is shown in f i p  2. This type of compressor normally operates on the 
flat portion of the  characteriitic  engine. speed- cUnte, -.where very 6mKU 
changes in pressure  ratio cause large changes in the mass flow through 
the comp?ressor. 
The immediate effect of a amall reduction in eAb.aust-nozzle area 
is t 9  increase the turbine-discharge pressure, because the same mas6 
flow must nm' pass through a smal le r  exhaust opening. 3ecause the 
turbine-inlet  nozzles axe choked i n  .the range of -ne speeds being 
conaidered i n  this analysis, this increase in turbine-discharge pressure 
results in a reduction i n  the pressure mtlo available f o r  expansion 
through the turbine. However,  the campreseor st i l l  requires the same 
amount of power, snd therefore the turbine-inlet teqerature must be , 
increased t o  keep the engine m&n a t  the same speed. A t  the higher 
tenperahre  level, the req-d enkhalpy drcrp-across the turbine can be 
obtained with a lower expansion pressure  ratio, and therefore  the 
turbine-discharge tenperature i s  a lso  increased. The reduction in -
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exbfLust-nozzle'area has thus increased  the  tail-pipe  pressure  as  well 
now requires a greater  fuel flow to  maintain  its  original  speed. 
I as the turbine-inlet and turbine-discharge temperatures, and the engine 
From continuity  considerations,  the  increase in turbine-inlet tem- 
perature  causes a reduction in the mass flm of gas through. the  turbine. 
When tbis  reduction in mass flow is felt by  the cqressor, it will 
seek a new operathg point on its  &exacteristic urve; and  since  the 
engine  speed  is a sumed .to ranah constant,  the  congressor  must  follow 
siderably hieer pressure  ratio. Ln this my, the  engine will find a 
new matching point on the  compressor  map, and the  poFnt wil occur  at a 
higher  pressure  ratio than the original  condition.  The  centrifugal 
congressor, however, absorbs the mall. reduction in mss flow with no 
appreciable -e in pressure  ratio.  Inasmuch as the  cycle  efficiency 
of a turbojet  engine  changes  as  the  pressure lwel of the  cycle  is 
varied,  the  performance  of the m a l - f l o w  engine should be affected  to 
a greater  extent by varyin@; exhaust-nozzle  area than will the  perform- 
ance of the  centrifugal-flow  engine.' 
N 
u1 
P 
N that  line on the  map. Tbe axial-flow cmpressor thqs moves to a con- 
r. 
V 
Performance of Other  Engine Cmpunents 
!The  combustor aSa the  turbine  performance of the two engines  used 
in t h i s  investigation  were  very similar. The  conibustor  pressure losc 
was approxbmtely 5 percent of the  combustor-inlet  total  pressure, and 
the cdustion efficiency  varied f r o m  about 80 to 98 percent for both 
engines,  depend€ng on the engine  speed and the simulated flight kondi- 
tion. Turbine  efficiency was almost  identical for the two engines  and 
remained  nearly  constant  at  about 79 percent  throughout  the  range  of 
engine  speeds  and  ram  ratios-investigated at the  30,000-fOOt  altitude. 
However,  the  turblne  efficiencies of the ax€al-flow englne  varied  somewhat 
with  corrected  engine  speed  at a simulated  flight  KEqch  number  of 0.62 at , 
50,000 feet as follows: 
Corrected engine speed, percent of rated rp Turbine  efficiency,  percent 
109 
78.4 . 104 
77.8 
77.8 96 
The  coefficients.used  in  calculating  the  exhaust-nozzle  areas  were  deter- 
mined from continuity  measurements  through  the  nozzles. 
RESULTS AWD DISCUSSION 
To show  the  effect  of-exhaust-nozzle  area on the  variation  of 
specific fuel.consqnption  with  net  thrust, da a are  presented-in  fig- 
ures 3(a] and 3(b) for the engines at a s m t e d  flight Mach n u -  
ber of 0.62 at an altitude of 30,000 feet.  The  curves  represent  per- 
formance  with a constant  effective  eXhaust-nozzle  ares,  and  the synibols- 
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represent points of c o n s k t  englne speed as  noted. In each of the 
remaining figures, the standard exhaust-nozzle area i s  defined as that- 
effective nozzle area which yields the limiting turbine-lnlet tenpera- 
ture  at   rated engine speed f p  the parti.cu&q engine and night condi- 
tion. The particular areas noted on the figures &e effective a r e a s  
cdA t o  permit application of the results -to any nozzle df known per- 
formance. -It c&n be seen on the figwes that the &e of limiting 
turbine-inlet temperature passes through the rated-engM-speed point 
on the standmd-mzzle-area curve. Nozzles RmF1.7er. than standsrd are 
therefore temperature-limited, whi1e.nozzles larger thaqstandard are 
speed-limited, by definltiun of the standard nozzle. The plot f o r  the 
axial-flow engine (fig. 3(a)) shows that the envelope of minimum spe- 
c i f ic  fuel consmption for any desired thrwt can be obtained by using 
a nozzle which can be *led from the standard srea t o  approximately 
104 percent of standaxd .area. .. 
. . .. . 
. .  
A t  thrusts above 70 percent of the normal thrust (with standard 
nozzle a t  rated engine speed), the standard.nazzle gfves within 1 per- 
cent the same specific  fuel consumption as the lpost econamical nozzle, 
but a t   thrusts  below 70 percent, the larger nozzles do ccm6erve fuel at 
EL given t h rus t .  A t  60 percent of normal thrust, the saving i s  about 
4 percent, and at lower thrusts, the savings become much greater. W s  
represents an appreciable increase Fn raage for a plane such as EL multi- 
engined b d e r  which can cruise on a mall percentage of f u l l  power. 
The same type of plot for centrifugaL-flow.engine B is s h m  in 
figure 3(b). For this  type of engine, one particular exhaust-mzele 
area, if chosen correctly for the flight. cqdition, will. maintain very .. 
neazly the minimum specific.fue1 conmmptioq over the  entfre range of 
engine operatian from normal. thrust t o  less than 40 percent of normal 
thrust. For a flight Mach  number of 0.62 .at   =-alt i tude of 30,000 feet,' 
the standard nozzle appears best except for a very s m a l l  region between 
normal thrust and about 92 percent of normal thrust, where a s l igh t ly  
larger nozzle show6 a smizll admtage. The reason f o r  the occurrence 
of best fuel economy a t  nozzle areas about s-. or s l i g h t l y  larger 
lies i n  the shape of the compressor ger fomce gap. For the - 
centrifugal-flow engine, a decrease in nozzle area from about standard 
size-results  - in a  decreased mass f l o w  without .&y3y. appreciable  increase 
i n  compressor pressure ratio. Because thrust i s  a direct function of 
mass f low Ewld j e t  velocity, and Jet velocity a t  a given t o t a l  pressure 
i s  proportional t o  the square root of the tail-pipe temperature, it is 
much more economical t o  obtain a given thrust by keeping .the mass flow 
high at reduced tenperatme than by raising  the temperature a t  reduced 
mass flow. This process is, 09 course;limited to  nozzle sizes on the 
f lat  portion of  the constant-speed l ine before .pressure r-atio drops off.  
T h e .  centr-1 engine does not have the advantage of the axial-flow 
engine that a decreased nozzle area raises -the.conpressor pressure 
r a t i o  and therefore the cycle efficiency. 
. . .. 
" 
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At a simulated  flight %ch nunher  of 0.91 at ss altitude  of - 30, OOO -feet,  neither  engine  shows any appreciable  advantage  for  the 
variable-area eaust nozzle  (figs.  3(c)  and  3(d)). Any fixed-area 
nozzle  from  standard to about 104 percent  of  standard  area will main- 
tain the mi- specific  fuel conmqtion for  either  englne  throughout 
the  range  of  engine  speeds  investigated.  The  difference  between  the 
results of figures 3(&) and 3(c) is  probably  due to the higher pressure 
level  of  the  engine  when  operating  at  the  higher  flight Mach rimer. 
The small change in pressure  ratio  caused by a change in exha;ust-nozzle 
area  therefore  represents a m&Uer percentage  change in the  cycle  effi- 
ciency  of  the  engine a d so is  less  apparent in terms of specific  fuel 
consumption.  It  should also be  noted  that  at  higher  fli&t  speeds, 
with resUting higher  engine-inlet  temperature,  the  engine  is  operating 
at lmer corrected-engine  speed; in that region  the  change in compres- 
sor  efficiency  with a given  change in nozzle  size  is  less than at 
higher engine  speeds. 
The  effectiveness  of a variable-area  nozzle  at high altitude  is 
presented in figure 3(e) for the axial-flow engine. At a sinmhted 
flight  Mach  nuniber  of 0.62 and an altitude of 50,000 feet, a variable- 
area nozzle  becomes  more  effective "at lower  altitudes. In order 
to  follow  the  envelope  cUllYe  of mintmum specific fuel.cmmptiQn here, 
it is necessq to vary the  nozzle  area  from  st8,ndard'to t least 
108 percent of standard  area.  At 50 percent  of normal thrust,  the 
108-percent  nozzle  represents a a" of-5 percent  of the engine  fxel 
over  operation with the  standard  nozzle.  The  portions'of  the  curves 
extending to-the right of the limiting-turbine-inlet-temperature'line 
were  extrapolated during the  computational  process  and  should be correct 
if the.turbine-inlet  tem$erature  were  allowed  to go higher. In that  case, 
nozzle  areas  smaller-than  standard would also  be..needed'to  maintain  best 
fuel  economy,  as  the  constant-nozzle-area l in s  turn sharply  upward  after 
reaching  their minim value. 
The  greater  ad%tage  of  the  variable-area  pozzle  at  high  altitude 
results  from  the  fact  that, the constant-area-nozzle  specific-fuel- 
consumption  curves  rise  more  rapidly  from  the  minimum  with  either  an 
increase or decrease in net  thrust. This greater  sensitivity of the 
specific  fuel  consumption.to  net  thrust  or  engine  speed s a result of 
more  rapid  changes in compressor,  turbine, and conbustion  efficiencies 
at  the  higher altitue with chees in engine  speed.  'Because  the  neces- 
sary  change Fn engine  speed  to  effect a given  change fn thrust  has a 
more  detrimental  effect on component  efficiencies  than  the  required 
change i n - ,  nozzle  area, 
by  opening  the  exhaust 
it i-s somewhat  more  econcmlcal  to  decrease  thrust 
nozzle  than by dedreasing  engine  speed. 
A 
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Effect on Enghes Ea- Inq?roved Conponent  Performance 
The  forego-  figures  indicate  that wi h present-day  engine  per- 
formance  there fs not very much  to  be gafned in economy  by  using a 
variable-area exbust -nozzle  except  at very law thrust levels or at 
high altitudes. Emever, the design of engines  is  constantly  being . 
changed  for hproved performance, Ehnd it is  therefore  necessary  to 
investigate  the  effect-of a variable-are&  exhaust  nozzle on engines 
incorporating  probable  _future.  design  practices. - 
As has been  previously  mentioned Ln the  section ANALYSIS, calcu- 
lations  were  made of the  performance of hypothetical engfses Wving 
similar compressor mags to  engines A and B, but  each differing in one 
respect.  Compressor and turbine  efficienlcy,  compressor  pressure  ratio, 
and aUowable turbine-inlet  temperature  *re  each  increaeed  in turn,
asd a l l  other  factors  were  held  constant; a f b l  calculation was then 
made in which .the  highest value of all three  parameters was used.  The 
method in which  these  parameters  Were  varied is -  expiained in appendix C. 
A shulated flight Mach number of 0.62 at an altitude of 30,000 feet 
was used for all of the remaiming calculations and figures. 
. .  
Effect with higher component  effieiencies. - The eff e& of a 
variable-area exbust nozzle on w e  performance.of  engines  having 
higher  carpressor and turbine  effid-enciea is sham in figure 4. The 
calculations  for figure 4 were & d e  froithe.cqressor maps of fig- 
-we8 1( a) and 2, except  that  each  efficiency value was multiplied  by 
1.05 for  figures  4(a) and 4(b) and by 1.10 for  figures 4(c) and 4(d). 
The top value of 1.10 was chosen as a reaspaable l M t  to what might be 
expected in compressor  performance in the neas future. A compasison of 
the results  for  the two engine  types  is similar to that. f o r  the standard 
engine at t h i s  flight  condition.. The axial-flow engine show6 savin@ 
in fuel ranging up to 4 percent  at  thrusts  between normEtL and 50 percent 
of normal. The  centrifugaI"f1oy  engine  again  shows  practically no 
advantage  for  the  variable-area  no.zzle  at any one flight condition. 
Fuel  savings  of  perhaps 1 or 13 percent  are  possible. A fixed nozzle 
of 104 percent  standard area would  be  optimum  for  the  conditions of 
figure  4(b) asd any nozzle from .lo8 to l l 6  perdent of'  standard  area - 
would be  equally good for an e n g i n e ,  with s t i l l  higher  component effi- 
ciencies. It- must  be  remenbered,  haiever,  that any nozzle l a r g e  than 
stamlard will not allow the englne to operate at  rated  thru6t. The 
very  slight  bprovement in effect  of  the  variable-area  nozzle  for both 
engines is explained  by  the  fact  that a given change in exhaust-nozzle 
area now results in a 5-or 10 percent  greater  change in compressor 
efficiency. The lower losses  caused.by the-hqroed turbhe efficiency 
also have a favorable  effect on variable-&-ea-nozzle  performance. 
1 
- . . . " . . . . . . 
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Effect  xith  increased  campressor  pressure  ratio. - The data for 
with  the compressor-phsse-ratio values  multiplied by 1.5 and 2.0, 
respectively.  It can be  seen  that for the axial-flaw engine  the sav- 
ings in fuel which can be  achieved  are amaU.er than in the  previous 
cases and that  at  the  highest  presaure  ratio  (fig. 5(  c} ) the  savings 
are almost  zero m operation  with  the  standard  nozzle  area. This is . 
attributable to the  fact  that  at  the =&er pressure  level of opera- 
tion, the  cycle  efficiency  of  the engine :is already so high  that a m I l  
changes in pressure  level  cause  very s m a ~  changes in'perfommce. It 
should be  noted,  hawe",  that in this analysis  exact  sim-llnrity of the 
compressor mags is  assumed for the basic engine and for.  the igh- 
presdre-ratio  engines. This is  not  necessarily  the  case;  because'the 
effect  of  the  variable-area  nozzle n engine  performance has been shown 
to depend.  on the -detailed  shape  of  the  characteristic congressor curves, 
the  performance  of  the  high-pressure-ratio e e s  may be  quite  differ- 
ent from that  which  is  presented  here.  For  the  centrifugal-flaw  engine 
(figs. 5(b) and 5(d) 1 there  is again no advantage for  the  variable-area 
nozzle,  as  fixed-area  nozzles of 96 a " 9 2  percent  of  standard  area, 
respectively, follow very nearly the  envelope of mLnimum specific'  fuel 
consumption. 
- figure 5 w e r e  calculated from the  compressor m p s  of  figures l(a)' and 2 
? Effect  with  higher all0Wa;ble' turblne-Wet tenperature. - The 
allawable  .turbine-inlet gas  temperature  cimposes a definite  limit on 
I turboJet-engine  operation  because of loss of strength of  the  makerials 
in the  high-temperature  region,  especially in the  turbine  blading. 
Current  research,. hmver, is  directed t m d  operation  with igher gas 
temperatures, and it wil therefore  be  useful to +w w h a t  may be 
expected  from a variable-area exhaust  nozzle under these  conditions. 
. The  performance  ca,J-cula.tionswere  therefore  repeated;  the  compressor 
maps of figures 1(a) and 2 were  used  as  before, and the turbine-nozzle =ea was adjusted to give  turbtne-inlet gas tengeratures of 1.1 and 1.2 
times  the  present lbit of about 2000' R in figures 6(&) and 6(b) , and 
6(c) and 6 (dl,  respectively. 
For the dd-flox eaine -(figs. 6(a> h d  6(c)), it can again  be 
seen that fuel savings up  to  about 3 percent can 'tie  obtained at  thrusts 
between 50 asd 80 percent of norinal by  use  of a kriable-area  exhaust 
nozzle. For the  cen5rifugal-flaw  engine,  there  is again no advantage 
over  operation  WFth a fixed-area  nozzle  (figs. 6.(b) and 6(d)) .  The 
increased savings in f'uel  over  operation with the  standard-axial"engine 
configuration are again due  to  the  fact  that  at  the  higher tmeratu e 
level  of  0pex"tion the changes Fn performance mused by variations in 
exhaizst-nozzle .area are  nore  pronounced. 
: 
t Effect with cdined component  Fmprovements. - In order  to imes- 
tigate  the  effect of a variablearea  exhaust  nozzle on engines having 
10 - MCA RM E52D16 
all of the f megoing Fmproveslents, a. f *a,l s e t  of- eculatione was made 
in whfch the  highest  values of all three  parameters  were' used. That is, 
the  values of coqremor and turbine  effX+ency were each dtiplied 
by 1.10, the  compressor pressure ratios Ere +tiplied by.2.0, anB an 
allowable  turbine-inlet  temperature  .of 2406'-R (1.2  times normal} was 
used. The data  resulting  from  these calcuh~ons are-presented in fig- 
ure 7. It can be seen  that  the all (2 to 4 percent)  ing?rovements in 
fuel  economy  caused by eazh  of  the  variables  separately  are  approxi- 
mately  additive, and at 60 percent of normal thrust a variable-area 
nozzle  used on' an axial-flow  engine with these characteriBtic8 will 
result in fuel  savings as high 'as  about 8 percent.  Over  operation  xith 
the atmdard nozzle  (fig. 7(a)). For the  centrj-f;a;al-flow  engine, as 
might  be  expected, a single  -fixed-area mzzle of rather  large  size 
(about 120 percent af . standan3  area) wil again Sollaw the  minbmm- 
specific-&el-consumption curve. at any given thrust (fig. 7(b)). How- 
ever,  the mmdmm thrust  obtainable with t h i s  large  nozzle area without 
exceeding  allowable'  turbine-inlet k m p e r a ~ e s  is only about 85 percent 
of normal thmst;-.md,- therefore,  it  would he necessary t0 use at least 
a two-position  nozzle if it were  desired to operate  over  the full range 
of  engine thrust. 
" 
CONCLUDING REMAFX8 
The results of -- a n  analytic"  investigation of engine  performance 
with a variable-area-exhaust bzzle for  typical  current axial- and 
centrifugal-flow  turbojet.  engines diated that were is little  to  be 
gained in fuel ecmumy by use of a variable-area  exhaust  nozzle on cuk- 
rent engines. - It is..  indicated ..that. he. axiaa-.fl"pw. e" ."be pper- 
ated  more ecmdcally "th a variable-area hazzle than with aqy 8-5 
fixed-area  nozzle a'nly at  thrusts below about 70 percent of normal 
thrust as savings  at  the higher thrust values are very 6mal. The 
centrifu@;al-flar-engine cahuhtions indicated  that no savings in fuel 
are  possible  over  operation  with a fixed-area  nozzle of- the  prbper size 
for any given  flight  condition. 
It  is  indicated, however, tbat for future axial-flow engine13 09 
bprwed cmponent performance;  there are definite gains to be achieved 
in fuel economy  by  the  use of a variable-&ea.@ust nozzle over oper- 
ation with any single  fixed-area  nozzle.  The savings in fuel obtained 
by the  use of a variable-ares  exhaust  nozzle  increased somewhat for 
engines having higher compressor and turbine  efficiencg or higher allow- 
able  turbine-inlet  temgerature. Althaugh the ad.-v+ntage decreased 
slightly for engines hmrlng higher canpressor  presrmre  ratios at
present-day  component efficiencies, it fs indicated that for more  effi- 
cient  engines  operating  at  higher  teauperabe l vels, higher  pressure 
ratios add to the f~el savings. m e  s m a ~  (3 o r  4 percent] savings ~n 
fuel accomplished  by  the  variable-area  exhaust  nozzle on engines hkving 
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any one  of  the  previously  discussed  design  inprovements  were approa-. , 
mately  additive, so tat for an engine having a combination of these- 
hrpovements,  greater savings can  be  eqected. On a hypothetical 
engine ha.ving twice the pressure.ratio af the a x i a l - f l o w  engine used 
in  this  investigation, as we= as  compressor and *bine  efficiencies 
10-percent  higher and an allowable  turbine-inlet  temperature of 2400' R 
instead  of  the  current 2000", fuel savrzlgs up to- 8 percent  .are  possible 
at about 50 percent of-normal thrust  if  the  thrust i  reduced  by  opening 
the  variable-area  nozzle at high engine  speed  instead of by reducing 
the  engine  speea  with  the s andard nozzle.  At  higher  thrust  values, 
the  savings  are  prqportiopately  less. - 
In addition,  the  vEtriable-area  nozzle has the ad.vantage of makFng 
possible  very  rapid  changes in engine  thrust and. the removal of  inter- 
mittent auxiliary power  from  the  engine  with maximum efficiency.  It 
should also be  noted in passing  that,&xt  of  the new engines now in 
design  or  production are helag  provided with afterburners, and t h i s  in 
itself  requires  that  the  engine  be  provided with at least a two- 
posi-bion  variable-area e&aust nozzle. The addition  of  a.control w h i c h  
would permit continuous nozzle-area variatfon in this r-e, therefore, 
is all that  is  required  to  achieve  the  aforementioned  advantages 
in engine  performance, 
Lewis Flight -pulsion Laboratory 
Cleveland, Ohio 
National  Advisory  Committee  for  Aeronautics 
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a=a, sq f t  
eaust-nozzle  discharge coefficient 
thrust, l b  
fuel-air  ratio 
acceleration of graarity, 32.17 ft/sec2 
enthalpy based on .total temperature, Btu/lb 
lower heating W u e  of fuel, Btu/lb 
burner total-presmre -loss fgctor,  turbine-inlet total. preesure 
. .  . .  
diaded by colupressor-discharge total .  pressure -. 
MEbch number 
mass flow, slugs/sec 
engine speed, q m '  . -  
t o t a l  pressure, . lb/sq f t  
s t a t i c  pressure, lb/sq f t  
gas .constant, 53.35 ft-lb/(lb) (%) 
. .   . . . . .  . 
.. . . .,I 
T total  temperatde, 91 
v velocity,  ft/sec . . .. 
W, air flow, lb/sec 
Wf fuel flow, Ib/hr 
wg g a s  flow, lb/sec 
r ratio of specific  heats, cp/% 
,- - 
" ". 
6 ra t io  of compressor-inlet t o t a l  pressure t o  NACA standard sea-level 
pre s sure, . PI/ 2U6 I .  
NACA RM E52D16 
I 
13 
7 adiabatic  efficiency 
0 r a t io  of compressor-inlet total tenperatme to HACA standard sea- 
- 
level temperature, T1/518. 4 
1 factor accounthg for the difference in enthalpy of the cazbon 
dioxide and water in the conbustion products and the oxygen used 
in  their formation, Btu/lb 
N 
UI 
P Subscripts: 
a a i r  
b burner 
c conpressor 
cr critical 
e effective 
n net 
t tuPbine 
I 
Station  notation: 
o free- stream (ambient) 
1 mapressor met 
2 compressor discharge 
3 turbine inlet 
4 . turbine discharge (tail pipe) 
5 eaus t -nozz le  throat  
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METHOD 03' CAICzlIATIOly 
The  compressor maps of  fitgures 1 ' a n d  2 were  obtained  by s b u l a t e d -  
altitude  operationof  the two engines and were  used  as  basis for all 
calculations. A series  of  points  representing  different  exhaust-nozzle 
areas w8s arbitrarily chosen at  each  of  several enghe speeds on each 
of  the maps. ryPical points  are  shown 0n.the lOO-%ercent-engine-speed 
line of figure l(a>. The engirie speed and the. a i r  flow  values on the 
conpressor map are  corrected  to EACA standard sea-level  pressure and 
temperature so that  the mag wil generalize. 
T h e .  performance  calculations  were  made in the follodng manner. 
For each  arbitrarily  aelected  point o  the  canpressor map, the values 
of air flow, pressure ratio, - and. canpressor eff iciexicy &re read.  -The 
air  flow as reduced to the  proper  value  for  the  altitude asd flight 
speed  being  considered  by  'application. af the 6 and B corrections. 
With  the  inlet  tenperatme  to the compressor.& the compressor  pressure 
ratio  and efficie~cy .kn%).the compreasor-df6cki-ge  tenq?erature Ti- - "  
was calculated  from  the following equation: 
- ... . .  .. - 
'IC = 
where r wa8 assumed to be 1.40. 
The  enthalpy  rise  across  -the  compressor can now be found from ref- 
erence 1 by  subtracting  the  tabulated  values of en-y E at 
compressor-inlet  and  -discharge  temperatures. 
The  total-pres- loss in the  combustion  chaniber was obtained 
fram  the  altitude-performance data and can now be  used  to  determine the 
turbine-inlet  pressure from the  relation 
The turbine-inlet  nozzle  area  is bm for each-engine  from  the 
mar~fbcturer~s information. In the  range of engine  xpeeds  being con- 
sidered in this  investigation,  it can be assirmed that  the  turbine m -  
zles  are always choked. This fact, together 'With the known air flow 
and turbine-inlet pressure, allows the turbine-inlet  temperature T3 
15 
t o  be calculated. If the fuel-air ratio f i s  assumed as a f i r s t  
approximation, the gas flow through the twbine wil be Imown. The 
continuity  equation f o r  choked flow is - . . .  
where the value of r- is taken f o r  the approximate m e r a t m e  and the 
assumed fuel-air   ratio in the  burner. 
Solving this equation f o r  T3 y ie lds  
It can be seen that the"teinperatrire is a function only of y asd 
the .known values of pressure, area, and gas flm. If the resultant 
temperature i s  then used t o  find the required  fuel-air ratio,  this 
value can be used i n  equation (B4) as a second approximation t o  o b t a i a  
a more accurate tenperature. The required fuel-air ratio can be c&l- 
culated from data obtained previously i f  the c d u s t i o n  efficiency of . 
the engine combustor i s  -own, etna the conbustion efficiency was also' 
determFned during te altitude-performance operatiaq of the two  engines. 
The required fuel-air r a t i o  is 
where X is deterruined from reference 2 at the calculated value of T3 
and enthalpy d u e s  are read f r o m  reference 1. This i teration fo r  the 
calculation of T3 converged very rapidly and usually resulted in  a 
conrpatible d u e  of the teqperature after two camputations. 
The enthalpy drop of the gas across the turbine must be equal to 
the enthalpy r i s e  of the air across the conpressor, which has already 
been determined. It is thus possible to find the enthalpy of the 
tail-pipe gases. It must be remembered that the g a s  flow through the 
turbine i s  greater than the   a i r  flaw through the campressor by the 
added fuel. Therefore, on a per-pound basis, 
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The value  of  turbine  efficiency was also determ5ned from the sFmu- 
lated  altitude  data and was used .along with  the  calculated  values of 
turbine-discharge  temperature and turbine-inlet  temperature and pres- 
sure to  find  the  turhllne-discharge  pressure. 
1 - ($y 
where. T4 was determined  from  reference 1 at’the calculated  value of 
the  tail-pipe epthalpy s. . . . .  
With  the  pressure,  tenperature, and ma88 flsw in the tail pipe ... 
determined,  it  is  possible  to  calculate  the  thrust and exhaust-nozzle 
area.  Dimensionless  velocity  and.pressure  parameters  for  one- - 
dimensional flirw can be  developed as a.function of static-to-total 
pressure  ratio in the g a s  stream.  The parameters used In these cal- 
culations  are: 
Velocity  parameter: 
1 
Static-pressure 
DA 
parameter: . .  
Such parmeters are  .tabulated in reference 3 for  various  values of r. 
The vLLue.of y -to  be used for any given  calculation is deter- 
mined  for  the  proper -tail-@pe temgerature and w-a+*tio. . .  ” “.. - ”_ 
The  velocity  parameter  used ve/&E!F involves rn effective - i -  
velocity, which is defined as that velocity w h i c h  would  be  attained 
isentropically by a completely expanded nozzle at the given pressure - 
-L NACA RM E52D16 - 17 
d 
ratio.  When  this  parameter  is  used to calculate  the  jet  thrust,  it  is 
unnecessary to add  the  term  A5(ps - po) if  the  proper  value of noz- 
zle  velocity  coefficient is used. . . .  
SI n 
3 
The eihaust-nozzle  expansion  pressure can be  calculated from Pa 
a,nd the  embient  static pressure- go at the  altitude being -considered. 
With  this  pressure  ratio  and a value of y selected  for  the  tail-pipe 
total temperature  and  the  fuel-air  ratio,  value  of  the  effective 
velocity  parameter  is found from  reference 3 and the  jet thrust is 
calculated from the following equation: 
Fj = mV, - 
From  the  previously  determFned  value  of y in the tail pipe,  it 
is possible  to  determine  the  critical  pressure  ratio  .of the flow and 
so to determine  whether  or  not  the  nozzle  expansion  is  choked.  The 
required  effective area of the  .e&m.ust  nozzle to pass  the Wown mass 
flaw at  the ' k n o w n  pressure &d tenperatme can then  be  calculated  from 
the proper  flarequation.  The  nozzle  velocity  coefficient was assumed 
to be unity, For Sribcritical  flow,  the  effective  nozzle &rea. is a 
For  choked  (critical) flow, the  effectLve  nozzle  area  is 
The  net  thrust can nowFe"calculated  from  the  jet  thrust by ub- 
tracting the monentw.Qf the  inlet  air  at  the  .simulated  flight  speed 
and altitude;  the  specific  fuel  consumption  is  calculated  from  the 
fuel-air  ratio,  air flaw, and net thrust as follows: 
18 
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A s  was pointed out i n  the text, it was desired t o  find the effec- 
tiveness of a variable-area  exkust nozzle on engines bving certain 
changes in design abed at -roved performance. In this-respect, the 
three most obvious parameters .are compressor and turbine  efficiency, 
c q r e s s o r  pressure rat io ,  and turbine-inlet temperature. In  
order t o  investigate each of these separately, 8 series of hy-pothetical 
engines was set  up, having compressor maps identical t o  the original 
engines  excezt for _the-  one parameter being varied. 
. "  
On the  basis of data obtained during compressor performance Fnves- 
tigations, it was decided that the most rational  basis f o r  changing any 
of the preceding parameters would be t o  nnirtiply each value of the - I 
parameter by a constant af ter  reading it from the  original comgressor 
maps. This appears t o  be &re re-alistic than addibg a constant t o  each 
value. Thus it was necessary to determine the -tude of -the c o n s k t  
to be US&, and this w-as done so as t o  &e the maxFmum d u e s  of each 
parameter fall within  a w e  wU.ch might F s o * b l y  be expected from 
future engines. The c q r e s s o r  and turbine efficiencies, which reach a 
maximun value in  the region of 80. percent on current engines, were IIIUJ" 
t iplied by 1.05 and 1.10, wh ich  would raise  the peak value'to  the  vicin- 
i t y  of 90 percent. !The compressor pressure ratios, which reach 
about 5.0, were multiplied by 1.5 and 2.0, Mch is elrpected of engines 
now in design; the allowable turbine-Met temper-ature, wihich i s  now 
limited t o  about 200O0 R, -Was iuultiplied by 1.1 and 1.2, as mterial 
limits w i l l  probably be difficult t o  raise above 2400° R. 
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(a) Axial-flow e&ne A. Altitude, '30,000 feet; ram-pressure ratio, 
1-30 (Mach number, 0.62).  
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
1 .o 
.9 
.2 .4  .B -8 1.0 1 . 2  
Net-thrust ratio " 
J. (b) Centrifugal-flow engine B. Altitude, 3Q,(500 feet; ram- 
pressure ratio , 1-30 (Mach number, 0 .62 ) .  
Figure 3. - Effect of variable-area e&aut nozzle on. performance of standard 
engines . 
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(a) Centrifugal-flow e w n e  B, Altitude, 30,000 feet; r m -  
pressure ratio,  1.7Q .(Mach. number, 0.91). 
Figure 3.  - Continued. .Effect af variable-area efiaust nozzle .on performance of etandard 
engLnee.  
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Net-thrust ratio 
(e) Axial-flow engine A; Alt i tude ,  50,oOO feet;  ram-pressure ratio, 
1.30 (Mach nurdber, 0.62). 
Figure -3. - Concluaed.'  Effect of variable-area W t  nozzlg on performance of standard 
engines. . .  
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(a) Axial-flow emfie  A. Compressor and turbine 
efficiencies,  1.05 timetr normal. t 
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Figure 4. - Effect.of variable-area exhauet nozzle on performance of engines. 
having improved cornpresspr. and turbine effici.egcy, . Alsltue, 30,OOO feet). 
ram-pressure ratio, 1.30 (Mach number, 0.62). 
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(d) Centrifugal-flow  engine B.. Compressor Etnd turbine 
efficiencies, 1.10 times normal. 
Figure 4. - Concluded. Effect of va.riable-&ea.’ &xhaust  nozzle on 
p e r f q m c e  af  engines. havlng improved compressor ind turbine 
efficiency.  Altitude, 30,cKxJ feet; ram-press’ure ratio, 1.30 
(Mach number, 0.62). 
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(b) Centrifugal-flow  engine B. Comgressor psaure  
ratio, 1.5 times normal. 
Figure. 5 .  - Effect of variable-area *ust_llo-sq& qn performance of 
engines having increased- compressor pressure ratio. Altitude, 
30,000 feet;.  rad-pres- .ratio, 1.30 (Mach number, 0 .62 ) .  
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(a) Mal-f l o w  engine A. Allowab1e  turbine-inlet  temperature, 
1.1 times normal. 
Net-thrust ratio 
(b)  Centrifugal-flrow  engine .B.. Allowable turbine-inlet  temperature, 
1.1 times normal. 
Figure 6. - Efect o f  uariable-area  exhaust  nozzle on performance of engines having 
higher allowable  turbine-inlet  temperatures.  Altitude, 30,oOO feet;  rag-pressure 
ratio, 1.30 (wch number, 0.62). 
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(a) Centrifugal-flow engine B. Allowable turbine-inlet . 
temperature, 1.2 times normal. 
Figure 6. - Concluded. E f f e c t  of variable-area exhaust nozzle on performance of 
engines having higher allowable turbine-Inlet temperatures. Altitude, 30,oOO feet;  
ram-pressru'e ratio,  1.30 (mch number, 0.62). 
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